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Crime records management is a system that helps police keep records of citizens’
complaints files, investigation evidence and processes. In addition, it helps police keep
records of the criminals who have been arrested or who are to be arrested. This paper aims
to model the Crime Record Management System (CRMS) using various Unified Modeling
Language (UML) diagrams, to demonstrate an explicit visualization of the system. Also,
showing the communication among different actors, and the sequence of activities and
interactions. The perspective of modeling the CRMS is by covering four stages, which are
Counter (Station Diary Constable), Crime Investigation, Prosecution, and Adjudication. It
is concluded that applying UML diagrams facilitates understanding and perceiving the
processes of recording crime files, as it illustrates detailed activities and interactions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

simplifying, (4) managing risks, (5) understanding complex
systems part by part and (6) documenting decisions that were
made.
Unified Modeling Language helps businessmen and system
architects with modeling, designing, and analyzing complex
applications that require collaboration and planning from
different teams [4]. In addition, UML models help
nonprogrammers communicate and understand important
requirements and system functionalities without having to
understand coding languages, which saves a lot of time.
The crime management system facilitates the process of
investigation in criminal cases [1]. It is important that police
processes for investigation and crime management are
proactive and clear [5]. Through an efficient Crime records
management system, the police can be more capable and
efficient in detecting and inhibiting crimes by analyzing the
data record of past crimes as the system provides detailed
information about the crime cases and the accusers and
criminals that have been arrested for committing crimes.
Therefore, the police would be able to recognize the crime
patterns, the hot spot locations of crimes, and people suspected
of crime.
The UML models developed in this work demonstrate
comprehensively the management of the crime case life cycle,
from initiation and tracking to post-judgment activities. The
paper focuses on complaints that are criminal in nature such
as: rape, harassment, and forgery as there are other complaints
that are not considered criminal in nature, for example; found
property and medical assist (injured and sick). The paper
illustrates the flow of the crime investigation department of a
typical police station in which the system provides an end-toend process for crime records management. The crime records
management process in this case has four semi-autonomous
stages called, reception, investigation, prosecution, and
adjudication. The main actors of these stages are police
investigation, the jurisdiction of the station diary constable,
investigation officer, and crime investigator stages.

Crime records management is a system in which the police
keep the record of: complaints filed by citizens, investigation
evidence and processes, and the Criminals who have been
arrested, or to be arrested [1]. The objective of this paper is to
provide explicit visualization of the Crime Record
Management System (CRMS) by using UML modeling.
Unified Modelling Language (UML) is used to help
developers and non-developers understand any system and. It
is known for its efficiency in modeling systems that are large
and have high complexity within a wide range of applications
[2]. There are several various actors in the crime record
management system, as well as multiple crime cases and one
of the essential requirements for the system is to be extremely
secure. Accordingly, simple charts may not be able to display
and represent such a high level of detail so the UML diagrams
is used in this study to better illustrate and explain such a high
degree of specifics.
UML consists of several models, each model has a set of
diagrams, which help in visualizing, constructing, and
documenting the system. These models are: (1) Functional
Models, (2) Structural Models and (3) Behavioral Models [2].
A functional model is used to describe business processes and
how the information system interacts with its environment.
Structural model, also known as conceptual model, is used to
describe how the objects of the business processes in an
organization are structured. It consists of class diagrams,
object diagrams, and class-responsibility collaboration cards
(CRC). Behavioral models, describe and display the internal
dynamic aspects of the system. Behavioral models consist of
sequence, communication, and State machine diagrams.
UML models help with [3]: (1) improving communication
of the required system structure and behavior between analysts,
architects, developers, stakeholders, and users, (2) visualizing
and controlling system architecture, (3) providing a deeper
understanding of the system and opportunities for re-use and
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Prosecution is the jurisdiction of resident state attorney while
Adjudication is the jurisdiction of the judge and higher court.
The description of responsibilities indicates the scoping of the
envisioned Crime Records Management System.
In previous research, crime record management was
modeled by various modeling techniques. The process of
developing the CRMS, developed through phases which are
requirement classification, the systems design, and system
analysis. The tools adapted in previous studies were entity
relationship diagrams (ERD) which express the entities and
the relationships that exist among them and use case diagrams
which describe main functions of the system [6, 7]
Furthermore, according to Tabassum et al. the system keeps
the records about the wanted criminals and their crimes which
is more effective in updating the record as the system creates
a backup for the record. However, the method that was used to
develop the CRMS was also ERD [8]. Mostly the paper
focuses on the reporting process which is the initiation section
of the CRMS. It was implemented through online application
that support both the entities either the police or the individuals
to report and manage them complains the tool used to model
the system was only use case as the it shows just the main
activities [9]. Chemere et al. employed use case diagram for
Criminal record management system and flowchart to exhibit
the application process [10].
The crime record management system aspects are extremely
diverse in which there are different actors, numerous crime
cases, and a highly confidential system that requires excessive
document security. Therefore, a simple flow chart may not
capture such level of details and present them clearly.
Accordingly, in this work, an activity diagram to better
visualize and represent such level of details is utilized.
Another way for modeling the CRMS in the literature was by
using ERD, which is data-based representation. However,
UML class diagrams, adopted in this work, represent a broader
perspective of the system by showing operations of the classes,
which is not present in the ERD. In addition, several other
UML diagrams are used in this work to ensure all details are
well presented. The motivation for utilizing UML modelling
paradigm to model CRMS the success in utilizing it in several
other fields of research, examples include Production Planning
and Control Systems, Online Public Bus Reservation Systems,
and Agent-Based Vehicle Routing, available in the refs. [1113], respectively.
This paper is organized such that section I introduces UML
and CRMS definitions, importance and some applications,
Section II includes the problem statement and Section III
illustrates the methodology, namely, UML diagrams that
model CRMS, and finally Section IV concludes the paper.

and tools used to execute the activities, which are investigating
diary, charge sheet, and equipment. In order to clarify the
system boundaries and to identify the flow of information
between the system and external entities, a context diagram is
used as shown in Figure 2. The diagram shows the whole
system as a one single process. The Station Diary Constable
sends the case file, which is then investigated and documented
in the investigation diary by the Crime Investigation
Department. After that, the Resident State Attorney presses
charge based on the charge sheet. Finally, the verdict is given
by the judge in court after receiving the charge sheet from
attorney.

Figure 1. IDEF0 Diagram

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Figure 2. Context Diagram for CRMS

UML diagrams are used to model CRMS in order to show
the system details. The paper illustrates the flow of the crime
investigations department of a typical police station in which
the system provides an end-to-end process for crime records
management. Figure 1 is an IDEFO diagram showing details
of the system inputs, outputs, controls, and mechanism. The
crime records management process and the verdict are the
output of the system. The controls that limit the process
activities are the number of crime investigators assigned to
cases, the difficulty of the case, the efficiency of investigators,
and the number of cases filed. The mechanism is the method

3. UML MODELS
3.1 Functional modelling
3.1.1 Use case diagram
A use case is a methodology used in system analysis to
identify, explain, and organize system requirements [14]. A
use case helps in visualizing the requirements of the system
that will be later used in design and implementation [15]. The
use case diagram for CRMS illustrates the interactions
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between users and crime record system as shown in Figure 3,
in which the actors of the system receive a complaint from the
user and act accordingly to open a case file by station diary
constable. After opening a file case, evidence is checked, and
the investigations are monitored by crime investigator. The
crime investigator assigns an investigating officer to the
opened case. The investigating officer starts to document the
findings and carry out investigations.
Resident state attorney sends sanction charge sheet and
reads through case file. Finally, the judge presides the court
hearings, gives a verdict and close the case and higher court
handles appeals, if any. There are relationships which are used

in the use case diagram and are represented by using
<<extend>> and <<include>>. For example, an <<extend>>
relation occurs when the case is not criminal in nature, the case
file is then sent to another department. Another extend relation
occurs when there is not enough evidence for the resident state
attorney to press charges and when no more investigations are
required, the cases are closed. Example of the <<include>>
relationships is that receiving a complaint includes opening the
case file, and checking evidence includes monitoring
investigations. Table 1 depicts a definition of all the use cases
and the associated actors while Table 2 defines all actors
connected to the system.

Figure 3. Use case diagram
Table 1. Use case glossary
Use Case Name

Monitor
Investigation
Carry out
investigations

Use Case Description
The use case describes the event of sending the complaint file to the investigation department
to collect evidence for the case
This use case describes the event of investigating crime evidence and monitoring the
investigations to gather all essential evidence
This use case describes the event of carrying out investigations while documenting findings
in the Diary of Investigations

Sanction Charge
Sheet

This use case describes the event of reading through case files and checking evidence to
sanction charge sheets.

Close Case

This use case describes the event of giving a verdict and closing a case by the Judge.

Send Case File

Actors (Roles)
Station Diary
Constable
Crime Investigator
Investigating officer
Resident State
Attorney
.
Judge

Table 2. Actors glossary
Actor
Station Diary
Constable
Crime Investigator
Investigating officer
Resident State
Attorney
Judge

Synonym

OC/CID
Prosecutor

Description
Responsible for receiving complaints, extracting information from victims, and sending case files to
correlated departments.
Responsible for assigning investigating officers, monitoring them, and validating evidence.
Responsible for carrying out investigations and documenting findings in the Investigation Diary.
Responsible for reading through case files and checking evidence to press charges and sanctioning
charge sheet.
Responsible for presiding over court hearings and giving verdict.

3.1.2 Activity diagram
The activity diagram portrays the sequence of activities
from a start point to a finish point showing the various decision
paths that exist while the activity is being executed. In the

crime record system, the activity diagram is divided into four
lanes: the station diary constable, the crime investigation,
resident state attorney, and judge. (Figure 4).
The system is initiated by the victim filing a complaint at
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the counter in the police station. The station diary constable
receives the complaint and extracts the information required to
open the case file. However, the constable checks first the
incident type to check if the complaint is not criminal in nature,
for example, vehicle accident. In case the incident is noncriminal, it is sent to another department. On the other hand, a
criminal incident is transferred to the crime investigation
department.
The crime investigation department accepts the file case and
assigns a crime investigator to the case. Primarily, the case
profile is checked if it is a high-profile case in order to inform
the police headquarters, hence the crime investigator begins
the inspection of the crime. At the same time, investigations’

findings and evidence are documented by the investigating
officer. In order to send the case file to resident state attorney,
the inspector checks if the evidence is enough, otherwise the
investigation continues until evidence is validated and is found
enough for the case. The resident state attorney obtains the
case file to read through it and validate evidence to press
chargers. Nonetheless, the evidence is checked in order to
identify if the case requires more investigation. On the other
hand, resident state attorney sanctions the charge sheet and
transfers it to the judge. In the adjudication stage, the judge
presides over the court hearings and then gives a verdict. The
defendant can appeal judge verdict for the higher court to
check, otherwise, the crime case is closed.

Figure 4. Activity diagram

Figure 5. Class diagram
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diary, then, opens a case file and checks the nature of the
complaint. If the complaint is criminal in nature, the crime
case file is sent to the Crime Investigator. If the case is not
criminal in nature, the Station Diary Constable sends the case
file to another department.
The sequence diagram in Figure 7, represents the sequence
of checking evidence. It starts with the Station Diary
Constable who sends the crime case file to the Crime
Investigator. The Crime Investigator assigns an Investigating
Officer who checks the case profile. If the case is high profile,
the Crime Investigator informs the police headquarters.
However, if the case is low profile, the Crime Investigator
monitors investigations. In addition, the Crime Investigator
checks the evidence and sends them to the assigned
Investigating Officer to carry out investigations and document
the findings in the Investigating Diary. Finally, the Crime
Investigator checks if the evidence is enough, he sends the
crime case file to the Resident State Attorney. If evidence is
not enough, the Crime Investigator continues monitoring
investigations.
The sequence diagram in Figure 8 shows the interactions
between Crime Investigator, Resident State Attorney and the
Judge. The process starts with the Crime Investigator sending
the Crime Case File class to the Resident State Attorney to
read them. The Resident State Attorney then validates
evidence. If there is enough evidence, the Resident State
Attorney sanction charge sheet, which is a class, to the Judge.
If there is not enough evidence, the Resident State Attorney
checks investigations. There is another alternative for
checking investigations. The Resident State Attorney may
request more investigations if they are required, and the Crime
Investigator sends a message with the updates, sanctions
charge sheet, and sends it to the judge. If there is not enough
evidence and no more investigations required, then the
Resident State Attorney closes the case.

3.1.3 Structural models
Class Diagram. A class diagram defines a static
representation to a system in which it shows the collaboration
among classes and their attributes and operations.
Figure 5 illustrates a class diagram of the CRMS. In the
class diagram, Stationary Diary Constable Crime Investigator,
The Investigating Officer, Resident State Attorney, Judge, and
Accuser are inherited from Person class with a generalization
relationship. The Victim, Station Diary constable, Accuser
classes are associated by aggregation relationship. The Crime
Case File class is associated with various classes such as the
Complaint, Investigation Diary and Accuser. For example,
The Complaint class IsPartOf Crime Case File class with a
many-to-one relationship, in which Crime Case File class can
have more than one complaint to the same accuser. Moreover,
Investigation Diary IsPartOf Crime Case File class with a oneto-one relationship because each crime case will have only one
date. In addition, the Crime Investigator class DocumentIn in
the Charge Sheet class the findings, his/her name and signature
and charge ID, and these classes share a many-to-many
relationship. Furthermore, a Charge Sheet class is Applied to
the Accuser Class with many-to-one relationship (and vice
versa), in which more than one accuser can have more than
one charge sheet.
3.2 Behavioral models
3.2.1 Sequence Diagram
The sequence diagram illustrates the objects that participate
in a use case and sequence of messages that pass between them
over time for one use case [16]. The sequence diagram in
Figure 6, is Send Case File. The diagram illustrates the
sequence when the victim goes to the police station and files a
complaint. The Station Diary Constable receives the complaint,
extracts information of the victim, and makes entry into station

Figure 6. Sequence diagram of send case file
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Figure 7. Sequence diagram for check evidence

Figure 8. Sequence diagram for sanction charge sheet
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Figure 9. Sequence diagram for give verdict
The sequence diagram in Figure 9 shows the sequence of
giving a verdict. It starts with the Charge Sheet being sent by
the Resident State Attorney and received by the Judge. The
Judge’s responsibility is to preside and oversee the court
hearings then give verdict of the Accuser either guilty or not.
If the Accuser is proven innocent, then the case is closed. If
the accuser is guilty, the Judge initially closes the case. The
Accuser has the right to request an Appeal. The Appeal is then
checked by the Judge to see if it is accepted or not. If accepted,
then the Judge sends the case to Higher Court, if rejected, then
the case is closed.

sending those messages, and arrows show the direction of flow.
Figure 10 is a communication diagram of checking evidence.
The path starts with the Station Diary Constable interacting
with Crime Case File class by sending a message with the
crime case file. The class then interacts with Crime
Investigator, who self-delegates many messages which are 4,
4:1, 4:2 and 7:2, upon receiving the crime file. The Crime
Investigator has interactions with both the Investigating
Officer and the Resident State Attorney. The interaction
between Crime Investigator and Investigating Officer is by
sending messages about assigning Investigating Officer and
checking evidence. Then Message 7:1 (sending case file) is
sent by the Crime Investigator to the attorney after checking
evidence. The Investigating Officer interacts with itself and
with the Investigation Diary class by carrying out
investigations and documenting findings in the Investigation
Diary.

3.2.2 Communication diagram
A communication diagram shows how objects interact with
each other to achieve a behavioral goal [17]. The difference
between communication diagram and sequence diagram is that
the communication shows the structural relationships among
objects. The numbers on the messages show the sequence of

Figure 10. Communication diagram for checking evidence
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Figure 11. State machine diagram
3.2.3 State-Machine diagram
State machine diagrams represent the behavior of an object.
There are different states of an object within the system.
The state machine diagram in Figure 11, illustrates the state
of the Crime Case File, which is the main object that has
various states in the system. The state machine diagram is
initiated by opening a case file. After that, “check case profile”
state is triggered when the case file is sent to the crime
investigator. If the case is high profile, the crime investigator
informs police headquarter. Otherwise, when the case is low
profile, the crime investigator starts the investigating process.
During the investigation, the evidence is documented in the
crime case file. The following state of the Crime Case File is
“Reading Case File” by the resident state attorney.
The next state is validating case evidence, which triggers a
decision of requesting more investigation or the evidence is
enough, then, sanction charge sheet of the case. Hence, the
“Case Court Hearing” state is triggered by sending the case
file to the judge, which results in deciding the verdict. If the
verdict is not guilty, the state of the crime case file is
terminated. However, if the verdict is guilty, the case is
initially closed. The “Check Case Appeal” is triggered when
the accuser files an appeal. If the appeal is not accepted by the
judge, the case would be finally closed. Otherwise, the case
would be sent to the higher court to give the final verdict and
close the case. A decision that is determined by crime
investigator is whether to send the case file to the resident state
attorney, or not, and that depends on whether there is enough
evidence or not. If the evidence is not enough, the crime
investigator shall continue investigations.

software system, by providing a good understanding and
representation of all the system details, information, and flows.
The future of this system is to be implemented through case
study to view the system capabilities and several details and
aspects that could be added to it. As a result, this would
facilitate in identifying the system’s limitations, which in return
would assist in enhancing and updating the system to be more
accurate and reliable.
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